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Psst…Have you heard? Virgin is starting a hotel brand

Virgin Hotels

Rumors may be the lifeblood of reality TV—have you ever watched The Real Housewives of…Anywhere?—but can
such outrageous falsehoods spark interest in a new hotel brand?

Apparently, Richard Branson’s Virgin Group thought so when it wanted to generate some pre-opening buzz before
the debut of its first Virgin Hotel in Chicago. To ignite the “rumor” campaign, Virgin founder Richard Branson made
a video in late August. Along with the actor who portrays “The Most Interesting Man in the World,” Branson pitched
some wild rumors about what guests might find in its newly minted lifestyle hotel. Things like, “Richard Branson will
tuck you in every night.” Or, “The shampoo smells like Beyonce’s hair .” And, “ The thread count on the sheets goes to
infinity.”

Viewers (and presumably future guests) were invited to chime in with their own rumors via a microsite and Twitter.
During the five weeks the rumor mill was in full swing, 3,500 rumors were logged, according to Douglas Carrillo, vice
president of sales and marketing for Virgin Hotels. Each week a winning rumor was chosen, with the “rumormonger”
awarded a two-night stay in the Chicago hotel. Among the five top rumors: “I hear the running water is being replaced
with your choice of rosé, red or white wine,” and “There is no delete key in the keyboards at Virgin Hotels because
people who stay there don’t make mistakes.”

The creator of the grand-prize-winning rumor—“I hear you get to choose between Morgan Freeman & James Earl
Jones to read you a bedtime story”—received an invite to the hotel’s grand opening party, accommodations at a one-
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bedroom suite in the hotel, and airfare to and from their destination.

Expect more social media-based promotions as the brand builds its footprint. Its Chicago property, located on North
Wabash Avenue in the city’s Loop District, is slated to welcome guests in mid-January. A spokesperson for Virgin
Hotels says there’s been a “great turnout of bookings so far” at the 250-room property. Next up is the 2016 debut of
its New York City hotel.

Virgin as a brand is a very social savvy brand. We do great at creating community and creating
voices.

“We’re really going to be a brand that lives digitally and works very hard at spreading the word through earned media,”
Carrillo says. “Virgin as a brand is a very social savvy brand. We do great at creating community and creating
voices.”

It won’t solely be about touting its hotel rooms. “Through its content, the Virgin Hotels brand will share a lot of things
that will be of interest to our customers beyond just the typical hotel stay and travel,” Carrillo says.

For instance, in one entry on its website, Branson talks about meeting with Chicago’s Mayor Rahm Emanuel and
discussing clean energy, and how the Pritzker family, which owns the Hyatt brand, contributed to Virgin Unite, the
company’s nonprofit foundation.

Fun, Cheeky

So why this particular slant to its pre-opening marketing blitz? Why not barrage the public with what the hotel is
actually going to be about? It has to do with the DNA of the Virgin brand, which in all of its various consumer sectors,
like airlines and music, takes a rather playful, irreverent tone when reaching out to the public, Carrillo says. It was also
a way to kindle some interest in the hotel before it opened. Bear in mind that Virgin first announced its foray into the
lodging business back in September 2010 and since then, has been “very tight-lipped” about what shape its hotels
would eventually take, Carrillo says.

“We’ve been working through what we want this brand to be and how we want Virgin to be represented in the hotel
industry,” he says. “So we wanted to create a lot of anticipation for guests. So the rumors campaign was kind of a fun
and cheeky way to get people excited about the opening of the hotel that was coming in a few months from that
time.”

It also wanted to serve notice to other hotels in Chicago that Virgin was soon to arrive. Several of those rumors were
printed on red doormats and placed near (but not too near) about a dozen other hotels in the Windy City. “We had a
few hotels respond back to us via Twitter in a very playful way, too,” Carrillo says. “We loved that.”

Moreover, it was Virgin’s way of saying to others in the lifestyle hotel segment, “Lighten up!” In Carrillo’s view, lifestyle
hoteliers sometimes take themselves a bit too seriously.

“It’s about the red velvet rope, high-end fashion and design,” he says. “We think those things are very important and
will be a part of what Virgin Hotels is going to be, but it’s not all that we are going to be about. We think there needs to
be more fun and laughter in the lifestyle sector.”

What is a lifestyle hotel?

Whether the lifestyle lodging sector has gotten too stuffy is one issue. The other is, what exactly is a lifestyle hotel?
The Boutique & Lifestyle Lodging Association defines a lifestyle hotel as “a property that combines living elements
and activities into functional design that gives guests the opportunity to explore the experience they desire.” Got that?
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Obviously, that’s a very broad definition, and one open to interpretation by both hotelier and guest alike. Even BLLA
concedes that description is open to further refinement.

Generally speaking, a lifestyle hotel aims to be contemporary, unique, and reflective of its surroundings. Cutting-edge
design and the latest in technology are also hallmarks of what would broadly be termed a lifestyle hotel. The
emphasis is more on the guest experience than merely delivering an acceptable bed and bathroom. In other words,
it’s not your grandfather’s hotel with a boring lobby, room keys, and a run-of-the-mill restaurant.

Instead of a typical lobby, for example, Virgin Hotels will have a Commons Club, a combination gathering place,
bar/lounge, restaurant, and even a “funny” library.

The bloodlines of today’s lifestyle hotels trace back to Morgans Hotel Group, generally considered the first boutique
hotel chain. Well-known “nightlife impresarios” Steve Rubell and Ian Schrager launched Morgans in 1984 with an eye
toward drawing in the “in crowd” with its singular hotels. As with any fresh concept, others in the industry leapt onto
the gilded bandwagon. Starwood’s hipster-fawning W is a prime example.

Even more recently, legacy hotel giants have decided they, too, want to be the cool kids on the block with lifestyle
and/or boutique properties. Hilton has announced Canopy, its lifestyle brand. Best Western is set launch Vib
(pronounced vibe), which it describes as an “urban boutique hotel concept focused on style, technology, and
engagement.” Then there’s Hotel RL, Red Lion Hotel Corp.’s latest upscale urban lodging iteration designed for those
with a “millennial mindset.”

All, including Virgin Hotels, are entering an increasingly crowded playing field that includes more established lifestyle
chains like the aforementioned W and Kimpton. As each new entrant attempts to outdo competitors with ever-more
edgier offerings, might the hotels themselves become indistinct in the mind of the traveling public? And is the lifestyle
segment, built upon the bedrock concept of uniqueness, starting to suffer from a sameness within its properties?

Daniel Lesser, president and CEO of LW Hospitality Advisors, says the industry is now witnessing the standardization
of lifestyle hotels as each hotel company tries “to build a better mousetrap.”

Further clouding the artisanal waters is the fact that within the lifestyle segment, there are different price points,
Lesser notes. “Lifestyle, cutting edge, cool, original—in my mind, all of this is getting very blurred and, if you ask me,
there are too many brands out there.”

Standing out from the crowd

That packed lifestyle hotel marketplace is perhaps Virgin’s greatest hurdle, Lesser contents. Although he doesn’t
discount Virgin’s marketing prowess, he points out the brand is a latecomer to the hotel scene.

“Given the fact that the Virgin brand dates back more than 40 years, its marketing techniques will continue to
successfully reinforce its identity for goods and services for which it is already known,” he says. “However, the brand
is a bit late to enter the lodging space and will face differentiation challenges in a crowded field with many established
and new brands. Had they done this 10 years ago it would have been much less of a challenge.”

According to Carrillo, Virgin Hotels has a plan to carve out a distinctive niche in the lifestyle sector. Foremost, it wants
to remove the “pain points” and bothersome extra fees that irritate hotel guests. For instance, instead of charging $4
for a candy bar nestled in those tempting (but widely overpriced) snack baskets and refrigerators in the room, Virgin
Hotels will charge the “street price” of $1, Carrillo reports. No guest will be charged for extra bandwidth when hopping
onto the hotel’s Wi-Fi, either.

To get that latter point across, Virgin offered free Wi-Fi to anyone passing near the intersection of Wells and Adams
Streets in Chicago’s Loop District on November 4. Further, any guest who books a room at the hotel between January
and February 15 of next year can get a credit on their final bill if they show a Wi-Fi receipt from a previous hotel stay.
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There’s even a clever video that illustrates other features a Virgin Hotel room offers, like a room that separates into
two chambers, extra vanity space, and an upcoming app that will allow guests to control the room temperature from
their smartphone.

Charging less for a candy bar may seem like small change, but it could be a game-changer in the hotel sector,
Carrillo asserts. He points to a recent report that found the U.S. hotel industry is on pace to reap $2.25 billion in fees
and surcharges in 2014. “All of that while the customer has been complaining ad nauseam about how unfair and
painful those fees are.”

So by lowering those charges and facilitating a more comfortable guest experience, Virgin Hotels aims to be what it
terms the “consumer champion in the lifestyle hotel space,” Carrillo says. The brand also wants to shake up the
lifestyle hotel space by tearing down the perception (valid or not) that lifestyle hotels are only for the cool and hip.
“There is a little bit of an exclusive feel to a lot of these brands,” Carrillo says. “Virgin Hotels is about creating
democratic spaces within our hotel.” Thus, no membership fee will be charged to enter the Commons Club.

Millennials only?

Anytime a company decides to enter the lifestyle hotel space the immediate assumption is it is pursuing primarily Gen
X’ers and Millennials. Why shouldn’t they? There are 77 million of them in the U.S., so hotels need to market to this
tech-savvy bunch as they enter their peak travel years. Yet Carrillo states that when it was conceiving the brand, it
wasn’t targeting an age bracket as much as the mindset of a potential guest.

So you could be a Millennial, Gen X’er, or even a Baby Boomer, if you are the type of person that loves
brands that are game changers, disruptive, that challenge the status quo, and challenge convention,
then that is what Virgin is about.

“Our approach is not so much generational but attitudinal,” he says. “So you could be a Millennial, Gen X’er, or even a
Baby Boomer, if you are the type of person that loves brands that are game changers, disruptive, that challenge the
status quo, and challenge convention, then that is what Virgin is about.”

Yet Virgin (or any hotel for that matter) is not going to turn away any potential guest, of any age. Clearly, though, they
are marketing to Millennials, Lesser says. “I’m in my late-50s. They recognize there is definitely a runway for my
generation, but there is a huge runway for the Millennial generation.”

Using the Virgin name

Merely having the name “Virgin” attached to the hotel does give it a powerful marketing springboard. It’s not building
from scratch, since people already know the name in the music and airline industry. More importantly, they know
Richard Branson, who has an image as almost a rock star in the business world. Will that brand identification
translate into the hotel market?

Perhaps, but it’s not there just yet, Lesser says, noting that it currently doesn’t have a hotel in operation. “When I
think of Virgin, I think of airlines, telephones, and music. I don’t know what to think of when it comes to a hotel. So I
think that’s a challenge.”

That challenge can be easily overcome by teaming up with Virgin’s other well-established enterprises—particularly in
the travel realm, Carrillo says. “There is no hotel [company] out there that has its own airline. We’re certainly going to
use that to our advantage.”
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